List of documents, Gestdem 2017/7033:


- Letter dated 3 July 2018, from the European Commission to the Permanent Representations of the Member States to the EU, including invitation to the fourth informal meeting on the implementation of the European Defence Industrial Development Programme, with two annexes, reference: Ares(2018)3553472 (hereafter: ‘document 18’),

- Letter dated 25 May 2018, from the European Commission to the Permanent Representations of the Member States to the EU, including invitation to the third informal meeting on the implementation of the European Defence Industrial Development Programme, with one annex, reference: Ares(2018)2714777 (hereafter: ‘document 19’),


- Letter dated 15 February 2018, from the European Commission to the Permanent Representations of the Member States to the EU, including invitation to the second informal meeting on the implementation of the European Defence Industrial Development Programme, with one annex, reference: Ares(2018)908016 (hereafter: ‘document 22’),


- Letter dated 8 January 2018, from the European Commission to the Permanent Representations of the Member States to the EU, including invitation to the second informal meeting on the implementation of the European Defence Industrial Development Programme, with three annexes, reference: Ares(2018)98164 (hereafter: ‘document 25’),


